The global economy associated with exponential population growth has brought about an unprecedented demand for energy in both domestic and industrial settings; we have become dependent on energy for improved living conditions, the manufacture of consumer goods and transportation. Ever since the Industrial Revolution we have devoted much effort to developing advanced technologies for accessing energy almost exclusively from fossil fuels such as coal, oil and natural gas. Although we are successfully exploiting alternative sources of power such as nuclear, solar, wind, hydroelectric (and other) energy, our almost-complete dependence on fossil fuels is still very much in evidence. Indeed, our infrastructure for the extraction, transportation, processing and utilisation of fossil fuels
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is highly developed, relatively convenient and economically viable. Nevertheless, it has become increasingly self-evident that our continued use of fossil fuels is not sustainable -two critical problems that can no longer be ignored are that (i) fossil fuel resources are dwindling, and (ii) CO 2 emissions from fossil-fuel combustion are adversely affecting our climate. Since it is now commonly acknowledged that these issues will become even more acute over the next few decades, the quest for alternative, viable and clean sources of energy has been identified as one of the grand challenges of the 21st century. In the meantime, we will still be using fossil fuels for the foreseeable future and the need to mitigate the environmental implications of CO 2 production is highly topical, particularly with regard to CO 2 capture with a view to its separation, sequestration, conversion or utilisation.
Fuel cells that utilise hydrogen and oxygen to produce water and electricity have been identified as a tantalising clean alternative to the use of fossil fuels. However, most of the world's hydrogen is still produced from fossil fuels, with CO 2 and other gases as by-products. The muchpublicised ''hydrogen economy'' precipitated substantial research efforts aimed at developing new types of porous materials to solve the problems associated with hydrogen purification and storage. When it became apparent that hydrogen storage in synthetic materials is a formidable challenge, emphasis shifted to the use of these materials for CO 2 separation, capture and remediation.
The last decades have witnessed an exponential and alarming CO 2 rise in the atmosphere. Due to the critical necessity to reduce CO 2 emissions, economic and efficient CO 2 capture technology is a top research priority in both academia and industry. However, current methods to capture CO 2 are based on processes that are both costly and energy-intensive.
Until relatively recently, porous materials with potential applications for gas storage, sensing, separation and catalysis have consisted mainly of conventional activated carbons and zeolites. However, exciting breakthroughs have been made within the past two decades with the advent of new classes of porous materials, including polymers, organic molecular crystals, covalent organic frameworks and metalorganic frameworks. Much emphasis has been placed on the design of functional materials, and the application of advanced experimental and theoretical methods in order to elucidate structure-property relationships. This web-themed issue of Chemical Communications features a cross-section of the cutting-edge basic research that is currently focusing on the problem of carbon capture.
